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	 iCOS	
Interactive	Conference	Solution	

• Prestigious supplement to  

Televic Conference Systems

• Enhanced delegate user experience 

• Customer specific branding

• Ideal for councils, parliaments and 

corporate boardrooms



iCoS is an Interactive Conference System that realizes 
the fusion of Multimedia, touchscreen interfacing and 

state-of-the-art Televic Conference Systems. 

It is the ideal solution for community councils, national 
parliaments or corporations that aim at turning their 

discussion rooms into an intuitive working environment. 

Touch screens and fully interactive voting functionality create 
an intuitive and easy-to-use environment for the conference 
delegate. An open information exchange format allows exchanging 
information with 3rd party systems and ensures an easy 
management of voting agendas, option lists and voting results.

The enhanced voting functionality allows delegates to clearly 
understand what they are voting about and what their options 
are. Those options are no longer limited to a yes, no or abstain   
vote, but various types of voting become possible. And for the 
delegate that has to vote, the options couldn’t be presented  any 
clearer than on a touchscreen, making the voting proceed  as 
smoothly as possible. 

Each delegate can switch the user interface 
into the language of his choice. Agendas can 
be entered in multiple languages   which 
makes iCOS ideal for multinational 
environments. 

A high degree of flexibility allows 
the creation of a multimedia 
conference experience that 
meets the need of the most 
demanding applications.

iCOS	
Prestigious	Conferencing		



 Televic iCOS:
 A feature-rich next step in 
conferencing

• Touchscreen interfacing

• Multi-language user interface 

and agenda

• Screen distribution 

• Advanced voting functionality



Touchscreen	conferencing		
redefined

Adding a touch screen to the conference delegate station opens a full array 
of new possibilities for voting. No longer limited to 3- or 5-button voting, the 
system can now handle longer lists of voting options and candidate lists. 

The touchscreen display clearly shows the voting options for the delegates at all 
times 

Advanced voting

Via the touchscreen, chairmen can now have an intuitive overview of speakers 
and request lists. They can now easily interact with the system and activate or 
deactivate microphones. Furthermore they can control and manage the voting 
and meeting agenda.

Chairman controls

Touch screens and user-friendly functionality create an intuitive and easy-to-use 
environment for the conference delegates.

Users can access speaker information and consult the meeting agenda by simply 
selecting the relevant topic on-screen.

Each user can choose to see the user interface in his own language, thanks to 
the multi-language interface.

Intuitive user experience

The user interface is available in various languages and each delegate can 
set the language for himself. Languages can be added to meet the needs of 
international meetings.

Also the meeting and voting agenda can be entered in multiple languages, 
again selectable per delegate.

Multi language

Delegates or chairmen can distribute the content of their screen to all other 
delegates. Multiple screens can be distributed simultaneously in the system. This 
allows one or more delegates to distribute a document, presentation or other 
information on the screens instead of handing them out on paper.

Screen distribution



Remote	Conference	rooms--

iCOS client 
software 
installed

System architecture

Log-in functionality

Each participant can sign in on the 

iCOS system with a username and 

password, or with a chip card.  

iCOS	Client	software

Chairman controls

The microphones in the room can be 

controlled by a chairman via a touch 

screen and a synoptic - or list view.

Voting

Voting topics and options are clearly 

visualized. Delegates understand 

instantly what they are voting for.

Screen distribution

Participants can share the 

presentation on their screens with 

other delegates in the room.

Delegate mic control

A delegate can activate his 

microphone using the touch screen 

button.

Voting results

Voting results can be displayed on 

the delegate screen, but also on a 

room display such as a plasma screen.

Delegate 
laptops



Remote	Conference	rooms-- Remote	Conference	rooms

Delegate
Conference
Station

Delegate
Touch 
Panel

Delegate
Mini-PC

Ethernet
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iCOS
Server

iCOS
Communication
Interface

TCS5500 
Conference network

Language selection

Each delegate can select the 

language of the interface, agenda 

or simultaneous interpretation.

Technical settings

The iCOS server interface allows 

to set an manage the technical 

aspects of the system.

Messaging

Delegates can send short 

messages, or call an assistant 

using an on-screen keyboard.

Synoptic designer

Create a synoptic view that 

represents the room layout with 

the synoptic designer.

iCOS	Server

User profiles

Permissions define the profile 

of different users, and to what 

functionalities they have access.

Agenda editor

With the agenda editor a multi- 

language meeting agenda can 

be prepared
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